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Read or Scan: MAIL R NOMORE HARDCO

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Mon 30-Mar-87 12:55 EST Sys 141 (5)
Subject: Reply to: LETTER AND NEWSLETTER AND OTHER STUFF
Mail Id: IPM-141-870330-116341222
In Reply To: IPM-141-870330-107351201

My question to him had been, "how about splitting, proportionately, the travel expenses, based on our income from the event?" He thought that this was inconsistent with the original agreement, so that was when I got back to you. Alklxxx All sounds fine to me, especially this Vermont gig. Ted

Disposition: d

To: L.ACTON (TCN409)
To: E.ACTON (TCN413)
To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443) Delivered: Mon 30-Mar-87 17:50 EST Sys 141 (55)
Subject: DRAFT LETTER OF AGREEMENT WITH SEDS/MIT
Mail Id: IPM-141-870330-160500552

Ted:

30 Mar 87/1800

Here's the text of the agreement with Greg Berman. Does this comport with your understanding of what was agreed? If not... what's different? We probably need to move on with this. I recommend that you sign it for me on my behalf.

==================================>

30 March 1987

Mr. Greg Berman
** Ted fill in here **

Dear Greg:

This letter is to memorialize the discussion and agreement we have reached as to the distribution of funds pursuant to the ASE/SEDS fundraiser to be held at MIT on the evening of 10 April 1987.

Our agreement is that the first $4000.00 of proceeds, or portion thereof will be directed to the Association of Space Explorers, the second $4000.00 or portion thereof will be directed to the Students for Exploration and Development of Space, and any income in excess of $8000.00 will be equally divided between ASE and SEDS.
I believe this accurately portrays our verbal agreement. I would appreciate your signature being appended to this letter signifying your agreement to this financial arrangement.

Sincerely,

Russell L. Schweickart
President

cc: Mr. Ted Everts

I concur with the financial arrangements specified above for the April 10, 1987 fundraiser.

Greg Berman
President, SEDS

Rusty

Disposition: d

To: L.ACTON (TCN409)
To: E.ACTON (TCN413)
To: ASE-USA (TCN423)
To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: L.ACTON (TCN409) Delivered: Mon 30-Mar-87 17:55 EST Sys 141 (16)
Subject: Cover letter for report
Mail Id: IPM-141-870330-161350152

R, T,

The following message is my edit of Rusty's draft. I have made a lot of changes to a very good draft—hopefully improvements. I have dropped referenct to the slide show which is shaky at best and is still pretty much an ASE-USA project.

Rusty, please check this closely!!

Cheers,

Loren

P.S. I'm sure pissed to miss out on the lecture tour fun. Only for science and Hawaii would I do it.
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To: L.ACTON (TCN409)
April 1, 1987

Dear [salutation],

Greetings from the Association of Space Explorers. Our membership is growing and cooperative projects are becoming realities. For example, we assisted in initiating the first exchange of young astronauts and young cosmonauts as part of the President's U.S./Soviet Exchange Initiative. This resulted in a wonderful set of visits in which American and Soviet kids together toured the space facilities of both nations. Beyond this specifically east/west interaction, the Association now has over 40 members from sixteen of the eighteen nations whose citizens have flown in space. The presence of the non-U.S., non-Soviet members adds a dynamic and a diversity which brings substance to the concept of space as a resource for all people.

You have recently been contacted on three ongoing ASE projects: the book of Earth photos and quotes, the spaceflight database project, and the book of essays—about which you were recently advised by Ed Mitchell. These projects are all progressing satisfactorily and your participation is still welcome. An important step in our public outreach, the first ASE astronaut/cosmonaut lecture tour, gets under way this week. Pairing up with several different astronauts, Soviet cosmonaut Vladimir Dzhanibekov will tour the United States lecturing on "The Next Generation in Space", the theme of our upcoming third Congress in Mexico City. Plans are falling into place for a similar astro/cosmo lecture tour in the USSR later this year.

Enclosed is the report from the second ASE congress, held last October in Budapest, Hungary. It provides a glimpse of the proceedings, the fun, and the hard work that has gone into making the organization what it is. As we work together, our mutual understanding continues to grow regarding each others hopes, constraints and, yes, our particular insecurities. They respect our insistence on keeping the organization non-political, and the frank, respectful, and often jovial interaction at these meetings is extremely rewarding. Most important, as individuals who enjoy a unique trust and respect in our respective countries, our association can make a difference in fostering a vision of a cooperative and constructive future in space.

The 1987 ASE Congress will take place October 19 to 23 in Mexico City at the invitation of Rudolpho Neri. This Congress will offer an inexpensive and relaxing opportunity to meet your counterparts from all over the world - one not to be missed. Invitations and information to this congress will be sent your way, unless you specifically asked us not to, within the next few months. Hope to see you there.
Sincerely,

Rusty Schweickart

Disposition: d

To: B.SHUTE (TCN300)
To: W.ROBERTS (TCN402)
To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: W.ROBERTS (TCN402) Delivered: Tue 31-Mar-87 0:16 EST Sys 141 (22)
Subject: Good news from Rusty!!
Mail Id: IPM-141-870331-002451164

Ben:

Cautious optimism!! I think Rusty's worked out a way for us to open the greenhouse teleconference via ESOC in Darmstadt. Apparently they are willing to cooperate in providing us use of their line into Moscow, and to let us enter it directly from Telenet. Rusty is sending me details today. If it does, indeed, work we'll be ready to go fully on line in 5 weeks, and we'll start getting the details worked out on this end, with people assigned connections, etc. within a week.

We do want you to join in. We will not have any objections to having you share the stuff around your office, so long as everyone agrees not to quote directly from it in press without permission of the writers of the entries.

Exciting to think that after a year or more trying to work out the mechanics we may be ready to go soon. As Rusty says, things are never as simple as they first seem--and it may be true here, but for the moment it looks good!!

Walt

Disposition: d

To: R.SCHWEICKART (TCN443)
From: ASE-USA (TCN423) Delivered: Tue 31-Mar-87 1:54 EST Sys 141 (4)
Subject: Loren's version
Mail Id: IPM-141-870331-017110682

Why don't you and I communicate about what our final version will be, given this recent input by Loren. I'll hold off production until I hear from you. The stationary got off finr and dandy.

Ted

Disposition: d

End of Mail.